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HP DreamColor
Professional Displays
You dream it, we deliver it in breathtakingly accurate color
HP DreamColor Professional Displays deliver industry firsts, pushing the limits of
innovation to bring unrivaled accurate and consistent color from displays, to the big
screen to print—so the work you see can be as great as the work you do.
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HP recommends Windows.

Dreams do come true
HP DreamColor Professional Displays are used by many of the
world’s leading animation studios and visual effects artists—
transforming the way they work.
HP DreamColor Display and DreamWorks video

Pure, clear color you can trust
The HP Z27x and HP Z24x bring new levels of color accuracy and affordability to professionals
for whom accurate color management is essential and to consumers who demand the best in
technology innovations.
Digital content is rapidly evolving and the new best-in-class HP DreamColor Professional Displays
deliver predictable, accurate color processing effortlessly while working with 2K and 4K1 content.
HP DreamColor combines HP technologies with existing color management tools to provide
outstanding color reproduction throughout a digital workflow. For organizations with
employees working in different teams that may be globally dispersed, maintaining color
consistency and the quality of the final product is critical. HP DreamColor Professional Displays
provide the assurance that all employees are working within the same color space.

“HP technology has enabled our studio to deliver amazing visual effects to
our audiences. The new Z27x raises the bar in accuracy and ease of use for
ensuring perfect color consistency from scene to scene and empowering
further creativity in our artists.”
– Kate Swanborg, Head of Technology Communications and Strategic Alliance, DreamWorks Animation

Animated feature films
Modelers, layout artists, animators, painters, shaders, and lighters working on animated content
for feature films—often working in different offices around the globe—need to maintain the
scene and character color consistency and the quality of the final product. HP DreamColor
Technology allows the production team to calibrate their displays to an industry standard color
space, such as DCI-P3 or Rec. 709. They can even create their own custom color space and
calibrate all displays to it, giving producers and directors the confidence that their team of artists
can meet their critical color requirements for animated features.

Visual effects
In order for visual effects to merge seamlessly with the location or set photography, it is
critical that the colorimetry of the scene is matched exactly. For VFX artists responsible for
compositing, texturing, digital paint, their display becomes the most important piece of
hardware. The images they see must match those that other artists working on the film see,
and must also match the dailies room projector. HP DreamColor Technology allows 24 frames
per second material to be displayed without frame rate conversion, ensuring that scene
playback looks the same on the artist’s system as it will in the theatre.
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“For my film-making and
photography needs both of
the HP DreamColor Displays
are exactly what I want. A 24”
display is perfect for
photography at an affordable
price point and the 27”
capable of displaying 4k video
images is perfect for the new
wave of 4k digital cinema
cameras. You’ll have the
ability to zoom into image to
see all the pixels captured in
your 4k images at exceptional
color and blacks with its new
second generation the
DreamColor engine!”
– Ryan Brown, IamFilmGuy

HP recommends Windows.
Live action film production
As film production transitions to digital acquisition (using, for example, RED or Alexa cameras,
DSLR, etc.), the desire to use a large display for framing and focus checking becomes
increasingly important. HP DreamColor displays not only support digital cinema’s DCI-P3 color
space, but can also natively operate at 24 or 48 frames per second, providing an artifact-free
image of what the camera captures. And if quick VFX comps are required on set, HP DreamColor
Technology also supports DCI-P3, allowing for color-accurate viewing.

Professional photography
For professional photographers, a wide gamut of colors and extreme color accuracy are
critical success factors. Photographers get both with HP DreamColor Technology. With its
30-bit panel color depth, HP DreamColor supports more than a billion color possibilities, giving
photographers a huge pallet of rich colors. Most displays offer just 24-bit panel color depth,
so the pro photographer can never be sure if the banding/contouring artifact is in the image or
in the display.
In addition, HP DreamColor can be set to the Adobe® RGB color space which is used by many
professionals. This standard has the same primaries as that of the sRGB color space used in
typical mobile workstation displays with one exception—it uses a much more saturated green
primary. HP DreamColor gets this just right. This means that photographers working in the field
can see the same colors on their mobile workstations that they would see on systems in their
home studios.

Post-production streamlining and collaboration
As projects grow in size, post-production tasks often get distributed over a range of experts
and across geographies. Collaborating on distributed projects demands that everyone sees the
same colors at their desktop—requiring both accuracy and consistency.
And while much of post-production editorial historically has not required color accuracy, with the
advent of digital acquisition, editors are finding that they are being asked to perform some level of
color grading, from matching shots for screenings to creating the final grade for delivery.
HP DreamColor Professional Displays are the next step in streamlining the post-production
color workflow. Using HP DreamColor products and technologies can help reduce postproduction editing and colorization cycles, increase quality, and lower development and
production costs.

“From edit bay to edit bay, the
DreamColor monitors give us
the color accuracy we need
across our entire post
production pipeline.”
– Danny Holland, Post Production Supervisor
and Colorist, Brain Farm Digital Cinema

Graphic design
“What You See Is What You Get” (WYSIWYG) is the cornerstone of the graphic design and
printing industries, and it is essential that the graphic designer uses a display that is capable of
presenting the layout and imagery as it will appear on press. Using the RGB LED back-light on the HP
DreamColor display, the graphic designer can calibrate it precisely to the specific color temperature
required for print, without reducing the range of colors that can be displayed on-screen.

Breakthrough color management and affordability
Transform your creative work with powerful color management designed to help you handle
the toughest digital color workflows. See the purest color you can imagine in a premium
HP DreamColor Professional Display at an amazing price.
HP DreamColor Professional Displays offer breakthrough color accuracy and unbelievably
affordable 4K1 support.
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“The HP DreamColor Engine and our line of DreamColor products have
become the gold standards for professionals who demand color accuracy.
This next generation of HP DreamColor Displays will once again disrupt color
technology, providing customers with richer and more accurate colors than
ever before.”
Jun Kim, vice president and general manager, HP PC Displays and Accessories Unit
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The power tool for your color
workflow
HP has added two new HP DreamColor Professional Displays,
the HP Z27x and HP Z24x, offering you a choice of 27˝ or 24˝
diagonal screen size. Unleash creative possibilities with 4K1
input support and a billion colors for stunning visual results—
opening the door to new levels of color control.
Second-generation HP DreamColor
HP’s second-generation DreamColor Engine builds on the color accuracy and consistency that
have become synonymous with the HP DreamColor brand. The HP Z27x and Z24x displays
for PCs and Macs2 feature HP’s second-generation DreamColor Engine and provide up to 1.07
billion on-screen colors, achieving color error so small that it is not discernible to the human eye.3

Factory calibrated for push-button color accuracy
HP DreamColor Professional Displays are factory-calibrated for color accuracy. Push-button
color accuracy out of the box with 5 color space presets include: sRGB, Adobe RGB, BT.709, User
and Native. With the HP DreamColor Calibration Solution, you can calibrate all displays so they
match each other and the color standard. By using the DreamColor Calibration Solution4, you
can even create your own color space preset by specifying the target luminance, primaries, tone
response, and white point.

Tricolor LED back-light
The RGB LED back-light provides an extremely wide color gamut, and ensures stable control of
white point and luminance. Give every artist the same wide-gamut digital cinema-quality colors
in their design palette with HP’s custom-engineered DreamColor panel. Deeper reds, blues and
greens 846% broader gamut than mainstream LCDs), ultra-deep blacks (4x darker), and precise
control of white chromaticity with no loss of dynamic range.

HP Night Vision UI
In low-light areas, HP Night Vision provides easy display control with auto-fade button back-lights
and on-screen menu labels to eliminate distractions, further enhanced with more hot-keys and
mappable functions.

Command and control from across the room or across the
world
Use the full USB and Ethernet SDK5 to enable IT departments to develop remote management
and control tools for your DreamColor displays and integrate them into your existing software.
Preconfigure each display with project-specific characteristics and color spaces, and write
software to globally query status and calibration needs every day.
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Performance-class features
HP DreamColor Professional Displays deliver beautiful images with precision clarity, contrast, and
saturation for the most demanding digital color workflows.

For color professionals, the new HP DreamColor
Professional Displays will be a game changer.
Compared to the previous-generation product, the
new HP Z27x and Z24x displays include up to 60
percent more pixels, contain up to a 4,000 percent
increase in the internal color palette and are up to
57 percent thinner.
With 10-bits per color, the DreamColor panel
produces over one billion colors2, 64 times more
than mainstream LCD displays.
Each new feature is a result of direct feedback
from key customers in visual effects, feature
animation, and graphic design looking for new
ways to transform the way they work.

HP DreamColor Z27x (D7R00A8)

HP DreamColor Z24x (D7R00A8)

Aspect ratio

16:9

16:10

Resolution (native)

2560 x 1440

1920 x 1200

Pixel pitch

0.233 mm

0.27 mm

Brightness

48 to 250 cd/m² calibrated6

350 cd/m² 6

Contrast ratio

800:1 static

1000:1 static; 5000000:1 dynamic6

View angle

178° horizontal; 178° vertical

178° horizontal; 178° vertical

Tilt and
swivel angle

Tilt: -5 to +20°; Swivel: ±45°;
Pivot rotation: 90°

Tilt: -5 to +20°; Swivel: ±45°;
Pivot rotation: 90°

Response time

7 ms gray to gray6

20 ms on/off; 6 ms gray to gray6

Input connector

1 HDMI 1.4 (with HDCP support);
2 DisplayPort 1.2 (with HDCP support)

1 DVI-D (with HDCP support);
1 HDMI (with HDCP support);
2 DisplayPort 1.2 (with HDCP support)

Ports

4 USB 3.0 (two side, two rear)
2 USB 2.0 DreamColor ports,
1 analog and digital audio output

5 USB 3.0, 2 DreamColor ports,
1 analog audio output
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Accessories
A wide range of optional accessories are available and can be purchased separately for the
HP DreamColor Professional Displays.
HP DreamColor Calibration Solution (B1F63AA)
The HP DreamColor Calibration System (DCS) is an LCD monitor option designed for professional
users who require precision color accuracy in their work output. It allows users to quickly and
accurately calibrate monitor front-of-screen settings to prevent any drift of critical monitor
color or white-point settings.
HP HD141 Hood Kit for Z27x (G0M47AA)
Customize your HP DreamColor workspace. Create an ideal lighting environment for your
HP Z27x DreamColor Display with the HP HD141 Hood Kit for Z27x.
HP LCD Speaker Bar (NQ576AA)
The LCD Speaker Bar seamlessly attached to the bezel of the HP Business Monitor and provides
full multimedia capabilities.
HP Thin Client Mount Kit (ESJ35AA)
Attach your HP Thin Client or USDT PC to the back of select HP Z Displays and maintain optimal,
ergonomic adjust-ability with the HP Thin Client Mount Kit.
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Power up your creativity
HP DreamColor Professional Displays are best suited for
HP Z Workstations, as they have the processing power and
expansion capabilities to support the display’s feature set.

HP Z Workstations video

HP Z Workstations
HP Z Workstations are engineered to optimize the way hardware and software components
work together, delivering massive, whole-system computational power that helps maximize
your productivity and makes creating digital media faster and more efficient than ever before.
HP Z Workstations offer professional graphics cards with 30-bit color support that are certified
on the applications that are needed for color-critical workflow.
1
2

3
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4K content required to view 4K resolution.
The HP Z24x requires a Windows system for
user calibration, but is supported on Windows,
Mac and Linux. The HP Z27x does not require a
host computer for user calibration. It is
supported on Windows, Mac and Linux.
Integrated calibration engine in the HP Z27x
produces three times better color accuracy
than factory calibration results on previous
generation. The color error is less than 0.6 ΔE
1994—calculated from measurements of the
24 ColorChecker natural tones plus primaries
and secondaries—which is considered well
below the difference discernible by the human
eye.
Sold separately.
Internet access required and sold separately.
All specifications represent the typical
specifications provided by HP’s component
manufacturers; actual performance may vary
either higher or lower.

Sign up for updates
hp.com/go/getupdated

Ultra-powerful visuals and high-performance computing
Built to support next generation PCIe Gen3 graphics from AMD and NVIDIA,® the HP Z840 Workstation
currently offers a wide range of cards from Pro 2D to ultra high-end 3D graphics to get the job done.
With dual graphics processor support, the HP Z840 can drive up to eight displays, giving you the
power and space you need to multitask like a pro. Plus, get the highest performing GPU computing
solutions available in the HP Z Workstations, like NVIDIA’s Maximus,® on the HP Z840.
Unmatched design—inside and out
With its expandable and award-winning industrial design, the HP Z840 Workstation gives you
the confidence to produce your best work. Designed for a wide-range of needs, the HP Z840
offers enhanced tool-free access and unbelievable power at whisper-quiet levels. The result is
unparalleled design power in a system that is sleek and uncluttered—inside and out.

Learn more at
hp.com/go/dreamcolor
hp.com/go/media-entertainment
hp.com/go/zworkstations
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